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HTH is for all of us an incredible vat of intoxicating information. The website 

has come along so impeccably, with masters at the helm that show through every        

applicable way whether it be found patent drawings or advertising dug up by the      

detectives themselves why it is we all have a preponderancy for collecting these beauties. 

We hope to continue the tradition of sharing information, personal stories and the     

exciting journey we all take in finding and lovingly restoring these incredible objects. 

    This is our first time at the helm and we have been welcomed with open arms and 

much assistance from incredible graphics to history to beautifully captured images. We 

thank those that have helped make the Ultrafidian possible and are honored to continue 

the great tradition of  the Newspaper and hope all our members will enjoy it. 

Happy Hunting, 

Ashara and Clint 

Thoughts from the Road 

The Dust Up : For those that use a blasting booth in the process of restoring their hay trolleys, sooner or later they are confronted 

with the heavy dust-up that occurs within the booth.  One can hardly see through the storm. What would you say if I told you that a 

hose running a reliable 80-85 lbs. of pressure will give one perhaps as much as three months of casual blasting before dust-up oc-

curs? Pressure is the secret! Dust-up means that your medium is being pulverized to dust and by keeping your working pressure 

within the right range for your materials it can mean the difference between 25 hours of work time and 60 hours. If you are shoot-

ing glass bead, pressure is especially important. Check with the supplier and use the right range, it may take a little longer to finish 

the job, but you will be rewarded with much longer serviceable medium life.  



 

 

Manufacturer Spotlight 

OBORN BRO’S MFG. 



 

 

Albert Oborn was reared and has always lived on his present farm, hav-
ing bought the land from his father's estate.  The farm, which is situated 
on the banks of the Whetstone River, is called "River View Farm" and is 
one of the best improved and most highly cultivated properties in its sec-
tion of the county. ,The house which Mr. Oborn and his family occupy 
was erected by his father. 

Marion doesn't number a more thrifty manufacturing enterprise than that 
of Oborn Bros. manufacturers of the Oborn Hay Tools. The business of 
this firm has become national and international in its scope with so little 
fuss, that Marionites have hardly thought about it. 

The firm of Oborn Bros. consists of Albert and Elmer Oborn. Originally 
the firm included Benjamin Oborn, who patented the first hay carrier in 
1882 and organized the partnership with his brothers on the manufacture 
and wholesale trade. The death of Benjamin Oborn in 1890 left his broth-
ers to continue the business. 

Oborn Bros manufacture a very complete line of haying tools and handle 
the necessary equipment for their operation. Chief among their cata-
logued products are the following 

The Oborn Improved Reversible Hay Carrier undoubtedly the best work-
ing hay carrier manufactured. It's perfect lock is the secret of its marked 
superiority. 

The Monarch Combination Carrier, constructed with their patent double 
pulley. The Monarch Reversible Carrier. 

Benjamins Obituary: 

Saturday's Star contained the sad news, without particulars, of the death 
of Benjamin Oborn, the chief draughtsman of the Steam Shovel Co. and 
there is not a great deal to add to the pathetic announcement. Mr. Oborn, 
with his wife, to whom he was married about three years ago, accompa-
nied the excursion to Silver Lake in the morning, in his usual health and 
buoyant with the prospect of a pleasant day's outing with his shopmates.  
A base ball outfit and footballs were taken along by the boys, intending to 
enjoy the day. About 1 o'clock Mr. Obern joined in the game of football 
with the office force, entering into the sport with a great deal of zeal. He 
had played probably ten or fifteen minutes, when he remarked to an      
associate that he was feeling very warm. He had scarcely made the re-
mark when the ball came flying his way; he picked it up, kicked it back and 
fell over, dying within a few minutes. As soon as the man's condition was     
realized the men crowded around and for an hour rubbed the prostate 
form with spirits, hoping thereby to bring back some evidence of life but of 
no avail; the form that but a short time before was so full of life and zeal in 
the enjoyment of the sport was stilled in death. The circumstances threw a 
pall over the entire party and the day's enjoyment was sadly ended.     
Anxiety was turned from the dead man to his afflicted wife, whose         
suffering cannot be imagined. There was no more picnic, and the happy 
party that had gone out with a single thought of a day of recreation        
returned saddened with the occurrence of their associate's death. The    
remains were taken from Silver Lake to Bellefontaine, a few miles distant, 
prepared for burial and brought on to this city. The late home of the       
deceased, on west South street, was the scene all day Sunday of a      
constant throng of sympathetic visitors. Deceased was 31 years of age, 
born in Richland township, and went to work for the Steam Shovel Co. 
about three years ago. He was a valuable man and his loss is a severe 
one to the company  



 

 

OBORN CATALOG LATE 

1880’S 



 

 

“O bliss  of the collector, bliss  of the 

man of leisure! No one has been less 

expected and no one has had a 

greater sense of well-being than...a 

collector. Ownership is the most 

intimate  relationship one can have to 

objects. Not that they come alive to 

him; it is he who comes alive in them. 

-Walter Benjamin 

MYERS KNOCKERS 

CAN YOU TELL THE  

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE  

BELOW PULLEYS? 



 

 

NEW DISCOVERIES 
HOFFMAN. A New Jersey 1873 atlas also documented the location of 

the Hoffman Brothers Machine Shop & Feed Mill, on the eastbound side of the 
railroad tracks next to the depot, where a siding had been added. The Hoffman 
building was apparently added after 1870, when Rail Road Avenue was surveyed. 
Hoffman's factory was the first industry to locate near the Lebanon depot, and 
was an important new economic stimulus in the town.



 

 

DOUG DESHAZERS COLLECTION 

CHILDREN ADMIRING THE BARNS 

KEN KEILER AND HIS NEY 

HAY TOOL COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION 11TH ANNUAL SHOW 

Photos Courtesy of Steve Weeber 

SNACK TIME 

SALESMAN SAMPLE 



 

 

SOME NEW BOYS IN TOWN  

EARLY  MORNING TRADING  

NEW MEMBER DOUG OLSON WITH A 

SALESMAN SAMPLE FORK 

STEVE WEEBER AND THE  SAD ROBOT AKA  MCCOWN 

NEW DISCOVERY NEY ROD CAR 



 

 

Dear Steve. 
I was hoping that you would be at the show and it was my privilege to get to 
meet you and all the great collectors.  Thank you for sending all the 
pictures.  I really appreciated all the help you gave me with my project. 
Hope you had a great trip home. Was great to associate with such a fine 
group of people. Hope to see you again sometime. 
Best wishes 
Willard 

WHY WE DO IT. 

A LETTER WRITTEN BY WILLARD ZEEB TO STEVE WEEBER 

ABOUT THE HAY TROLLEY CONVENTION 



 

 

King Harvest on Valuations: 

I have been asked to lean forward and prepare a small article on valuing hay trolleys. Most of 

readers of this newsletter have, at one time or another, asked a fellow member for their thoughts 

on the value of a given trolley. Truth is, I receive a good number of calls every day on this very top-

ic. They keep calling, so there must be some good done in my answering.  

There is no easy way to say this, so here we go! As one who has appraised large collections and 

watched as those very same collections come up for sale, the dance of valuation is a subtle but ex-

tremely important one. I only know one way to approach it and it can be summed up in a single 

guiding sentence. 

“The true value of a trolley is the value that it would bring if there was a room full of knowledgea-

ble collectors and at least two of those collectors would wish to own it enough to bid against an-

other.” 

The value is not what the seller would like to get for it. Though an informed seller should know 

what the value is approximately as that is the realistic selling expectation. 

 

The value is not what a “middleman” (a person that buys trolleys to resell them for a profit in 

the same condition) would like to buy it for. Though a middleman can only make a profit by 

knowing what the true value is approximately.  

 

The value is not what a “restorer” (a person that buys trolleys to resell them for a profit in a 

much better condition) would like to buy it for. Though a restorer can only make a profit by 

knowing what the true value is approximately.  

 

The true value is not what a buyer can “only afford” to pay for it. In an auction that price is pos-

sible, but only if there is not an informed buyer that wants it as well and can pay more. 

 

The true value is not found when an $800 trolley is listed as a “Buy-It-Now” on Ebay for $200. 

That phenomenon is the result of the seller not knowing the real value. 

 

The true value is not even constant, it changes and both the owner and the potential buyer 

have to remain reasonable as market prices change. Example? When a “pocket” of thought 

to be rare trolleys is found and instead of only three known chassis there are now eleven. 

And, as importantly, all the most aggressive collectors own one already. 

 



 

 

The best way to think of trolley value is simply found out by the appraiser knowing WHO has 

WHAT and WHO does not, and what the person that WOULD WANT the trolley would be willing 

to pay for it. Then we get close.  It’s a hard thing to do appraise trolleys, in many instances expec-

tations are met, in others they are not. But for those that want to “help” those that really want 

to know, nothing beats watching all the auctions, live and on line and getting a sense of things. 

What is a Leader rail worth? Easy? Perhaps.  What is a New Departure worth? Hard? Perhaps. 

But either way, it’s all in the numbers known on both chassis……and willing buyers. 

 

 



 

 

AMAZING COLLECTIONS TO VISIT 

STEVE  -  IOWA CITY 

DAN  -  MAINE 

JIM  -  DETROIT 

DOUG  -  CROFTON, NE  

DAVE  -  DES MOINES 

CRAIG  -  JACKSON,MI   

DALE  -  ASHLAND,OH 

 MUST SEE MUSEUMS 

LEWIS AND CLARK PULLEY MUSEUM, CROFTON NE 

KIDS SLED AND RIDING VEHICLE MUSEUM in Coralville, Iowa 

(Please Contact Johnson County Historical Society, Coralville, Iowa.) 

 

Please send any personal stories relating to Hay Carriers, questions or letter to the editors 

To the following email– HTHUltrafidian@gmail.com         

Next issue will feature EL WALKER in the Manufacturer Spotlight section so we welcome 

pictures of your Hay Carriers that can be included for our members to enjoy.     

ULTRAFIDIAN CORRESPONDENCE 

AMAZING MUSEUMS AND COLLECTIONS TO VISIT 


